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Net power required to
saw certain wood species was
determined under various
conditions. For flat-sawn
hard maple, one formula
accurately covered effects
of depth of cut, direction
of cut, and feed rate.
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Fig. 4.-Tooth

YEARS AGO, the American
and Foundry
Co. decided

to conduct a comprehensive investigation in the field of cutting processes.
The initial emphasis has been on circular sawing Eecauseof the product
line of the company's Dewart Division. As a necessaryantecedent to theoretical and experimental investigations,
an extensive review of the literature on
circular sawing was undertaken by
Lubkin (l)a. Although considerable
quantities of information are available
on ripsawing, virtually no information
was discovered on crosscut or miter
sawing of wood. The latter operations
are important and are the principal
cuts for which radial-arm saws are
used.
Accordingly, a broad program of
sawing researchwas established, aimed
at objectively defining the basic relationships and principal variables. A
program such as this naturally includes
consideration of such factors as net
cutting power, cutting geometry, surface finish, tool life, and others factors
that enter into machinability and
equipment design.
The research summarized in this
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ance of circular sawbladesan circular
-sawing machines. The effect on net
cutting power of such variables as
wood species,feed ute, depth of cut,
and cutting direction has been measured for a combination-type sawblade.
Cutting direction is defined here as the
1 Presented at Session In,

FPRS l~th Natiooal
Meetin"
1959. in San Francisco.
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I Numben in parentheses reler tn the Literature Cited at the end of this report.
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other

Configuration

of 16.in.

combinotion

miter cutting angle in the general
sense, which includes all directions
from the cross to the rip {'Osition.
Comparative data are also given on
"up" and "down" ripsawing.- No experimental evaluation of sawed surface
quality is included.
Many circular sawing Studies presented in the past have failed to report
such significant quantities as static a.nd
dynamic runout, tooth height variation, and other readily measurable
quantities. Such quantities should be
systematically measured and reported,
so that researchresults can be evaluated
properly by other investigators. The
purpose of this research, however, is
to obtain data sum as might be ex~ed under the comparatively uncontrolled conditions that exist in practice.
No effort was made to condition the
sawblade to any particular degree of
roundness, flatness or sharpness.
Nomenclature
The terminology adopted for use in
this study is defined &elow, in convenient engineering units. Geometrical
relations are shown in Fig. 1:
P=net cutting power--bp
f =f~
rate-fpm
k=actua! kerf width-in.
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<!=workpiece d~th (depth of cut)-in.
R=radius of sawblade--in.
h=distance
from axis
of sawblade to
workpiece surface-in.
f =sawblade protrusion
beyond the workpiece-in.

b=arc of sawblade rim engagement in
workpiece-in.
W -=angle at start of sawblade rim engagemenr-radians
Wt=angIe at exit of sawblade rim engagement'~radians

A, B }
C" c.
c.. Co
G, E

constants associated with wood
fIber orientation and structure,
in various cutting power formulas

c =cutting velocity-fpm
p =tooth pitch of sawblade--in.
&=orientation of sawblade plane with
respect to the grain. The refer-

encee

= 0°

is taken as perpen-

dicular to the grain, which is the
crosscut direction
in straightgrained lumber
(Fig. 2). 'the
acDgle e is interchangeably refeited to as "the cutting direction:'
e =
0° and 90° normally correspond
to crosscutting
and ripsawiog,
respectively.

Interchangeable temlS that refer to
the senseof sawblade rotation relative
to the feed are tabulated below:
1
2
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)

up cutting
nOml&i aWing
eounter awinc
sawlnc acainat the feed

d~wn eutting
cI1mb ..~
eUmb 8&wi!1l
awing with the feed

Experimental Procedure
..
.
DeSIgn of .the Exper1lDents.: Five
separ~te experllD.ents wer~ reqwred to
establish. the desired relations betw~
n~t CI;ltting ~wer, feed rate, cutting
direction, and depth. of cut. Except
where noted, all saWIng was done as
. These definitions
are
and a clockwis~ rotation

for
"climb
sawin."
in Fig. 1. For "nor-

W,

interchang~d

mal" sawing. the direction 01 rotation i. oppolite (counterclockwise) and the subscriPts of
and

W.

must

be

diar.ram.
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normally performed on radial arm
saws. That is, all types of miter cuts,
including crosscutting, were "climb"
cuts, while ripsawing was performed as
"counter" sawing. The following experimental designs were adopted:
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~~~~~~~.
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Exp".imentNo.1

Species-Hard maple (At"" S4t"t"b.#11I
Marsh.), Douglas-fir (Pse*a'ots*ga
Menu,si; (Mii-b.) Franco) and sugar

ClOSS
CUT.I

pine (Pi.1ISLlmb".,i." Dougl.)
Feed.rate--l0, 20, 40 and 60 feet per
D11nute
Cutting dilection (9)-0, 4' and 90 degrees
ExperimentNo.2
Species-Hard maple (At"'" saft"hIIr*m
Marsh.)

Fig. 1.-Geometrical
relatianl in circular
lowing with a radial arm saw. Sawblade il
fed from left to right. Clockwile rotation
reprelents climb sawing and counter clackwile rotation correspond I to normal lowing.

21f8,31/4and 'Y8 inches
Cutting direction (6)-0 degrees
Exp";ment No. .3
Species-Hard maple (Af". saft"har*m
Marsh.)
Feed rate--20 feet per minute

shownin Fig. 3. The machineis basically a standard,industrial, radial-amt
saw with a 28-inch crossfeedstroke.
The sawbladeand yoke assemblyare
driven acrossthe radial arm by an air
cylinder equipped with a hydraulic
dleck valve. Preliminary e~entation revealedthat noload feed speeds

Feed rate--l0, 20 and 40 feet pet minute
Depth of cut-lIs, If., 1/2, 1, lYz, 10/4,

Depth of cut-If., 1/~, 1, l¥z, 1% inches
Cutting direction (6.,-0,
4' and 90 de-

grees
Experimnt No.4
Species-Hard maple (At"" s4t"t"har*m
Marsh.)

deviatedlessthanr¥2 percentfrom a

preset feed rate. The sawbladewas
driven by a 7.5 hp, 3 phase,60 cycle,
220/440 volt induction motor. A fixFeed rateo-l0, 20 and 40 feet per minute
ture
attadled to the saw table faciliCutting direction (9)-90
des., countet
tated ~sitive clamping of the work.
and climb sawing
piece. The sawblade was mounted
Experimnt No. ,
Species-Hard maple (At"'" s4t"t"hllrllm directly on the I-inch diametermotor
arbor by meansof the standard4-inch
Marsh.)
Feed rate--l0, 20 and 40 feet pet minute
collar set normally furnished with the
Cutting direction (9)-0,
22.', 4', 67.5
machine.
and 90 (climb sawing) degrees

The following were held constant in
all the foregoing experiments:
1. Equilibrium moisture contentsugar pine, 9 ~rcent; Douglasfir, 9 ~rcent; hard maple, 11
~rcent
2. All experimental material was
carefully selected from flat-sawn,
defect-free, straight-grained lumber.
3. Sawblade protruSion below the
workpiece was 1/16-in.
4. Rotational speed was 3600 rpm
(3450 rpm at 7.5 hp motor
load)
5. Sawblade was a 16-inch, flatground, combination-type blade.
Three repliCations,one each on three
boards, were performed for each cutting condition listed in the ~rimental design. This was found to be adequate in a preliminary ex~riment to
yield a standard deviation of 1.73 ~r
cent of the mean for the worst case.
Thus, by ordinary statistical reckoning a band of ~ 3.5 percent of the
mean should represent a 95 percent
confidence coefficient This is not to
imply that less carefully selected and
conditioned stock will not give a larger
spread.
Experimental Apparatus: A general view of the experimental area is

-

\ MITEICUT

Fig. 2.-Oeftnition
of cutting direction
(6). The ongle 6 gives the orientotion of
the sowblode plone with respect to the
groin. As indicoted. e = o. is token to b.

perpendicular to the grain (cross-cut direction for straight-grained lumber). Rip-sowing corresponds to

e = 90..

Actually, two different sawbladesof
the sametype were used in thesetests.
Experiment 1 was conductedwith one
blade, and the rest of the studieswith
a secondblade of nominally identical
specifications.Theseare as follows:
diameter-16
in.; type--<ombinatioo;
grind-Bat;
thickness-O.097 in.; nom.
inal set-O.025 in. per side; actual kerf
-0.16
in.; 00. of teetb-72;
no. of
groups-24;
DO. of scorer&-48; collar
diameter-4 iJL; front & top bevel angle
(scorers)-100;
clearance angle (scor.
ers)30°; clearance angle (rakers)20 ; hook angle (scorers)-100;
book
angle (rakers)-27°;
rakers have no
adaitional bevel angles.

Preparation of Test Material: All
experimentalmaterial was conditioned
for severalmonths in a constanttemperature
and humidity chamber.This
The average ~wer input to the saw
resulted in the eqUilibrium moisture
motor was measured With a Sanborn
contentslisted in tile experimentaldeAC Wattmeter preamplifier (Model
sign. Sufficient test material was then
150-2300). This is one of several
selected from the conditioned stock.
standard plug-in units for the Sanborn
Only Bat-sawn, defect-free, straightoscillographic recorder employed in
grained material was used. Two-footthis study.
long test ~ens
were p~
and
SawbladeUsed: Fig. 4 is a close-up
suitably randomized, so that eachreview of the sawbladeUsed in these
plication of the experimentswas made
experiments.The blade is considered on a different specimen.The experito be of excellentcommercialquality,
mental material was then surfacedto
and wasusedin the as-received
condithe required thicknessand returned to
tion. No effort wasmade to condition
the conditioning chamber for one
it to any particular degreeof roundweek.
ness, flatness, or sharpness.Typical
Method of Cutting: Before any
data for sawbladesmade by the same
material was cut, the saw motor was
manufacturer indicate that the arbor
allowed to operatefor at least 20 minhole will normally be 0.0015 inch
utes. Ex~rimental material was then
abovenominal bore size. This type of
removed from the conditioning chamblade is hand-filed and showsa tooth
ber in small quantities so as to minheight rangeof 0.005 inch on the scorimize
moisture-contentmanges during
ing (high) teeth. It has a 0.010-inch
cutting. A specialfixture was used to
rangeon the raker (low) teeth,which
assure~itive clamping of the workare about 0.030 inch below the nompiece to the saw tab1e.Individual cuts
inal scoringtooth diameter.
were made 1 inch from the end of the
During the course of the ~ritest s~n
to avoid the false power
ments, the blade was inspected for
readings
that
may result from cutting
gwnmy depositson the teeth and gultoo close to a free edge. Moisture conlets, which were then removed with
tent and ~pecif1cgravitr sampleswere
carbontetrachloride.A preliminary extaken dunng the expenmentsto detect
periment with an identical blade revealed that significant dulling effects any substantialvariation in thesepropare not measurablewith the compara- erties.
All ripsawing .opera.tion~were pertively small amount of material sawed
formed
by tht air-hydraulic crossfeed
in thesestudies.

system, which was employed here for
precise and convenient control of the
feed rate. In this case, the grain of the
lumber js orientedr arallel to the radial
arm (direction 0 crossfeed travel).
Counter ripsawing is an unusual operation on this type of machine. It is accomplished by rotating the yoke assem&ly 1800 from the normal crosscut
position. Cross and miter cuts were
performed in the normal manner; that
is, by rotation of the radial arm assembly about the vertical column.
Method of Analyz;ing Power Records: Fig. 5 shows a typical oscillographic power recording. Only the
power recorded between points A and
B, or the portion of the cutting cycle
where the sawblade rim is fully engaged in the workpiece, is considered
in establishing the power required to
make the cut (see also Fig. 1). A
microswitch system is used to indicate
these points directly on the oscillographic recording. A straight line is
then fitted by eye to determine the
average power consumed during this
portion of the cut. By appling the wattmeter calibration factor to the average
pen deflection thus established, the
gross input power consumed is obtained.
To obtain the net cutting power for
any given run, it is necessary to subtract system idling losses in a suitable
manner. The idling losses on the
power records cannot be subtracted directly becausemotor efficiency changes
with load. It is therefore best to use a
manufacturer's calibration curve. This
was done in the present case. When
the data were analyzed, appropriate
allowance had thus been made for the
individual idling losses of the bladecollar combination
used, which
amounted to 157 watts here. All the
results of this report are given in
terms of the net cutting power required for the cutting conditions in
question.

Results and Discussion
Power versusFeedRate: Figs. 6-8
show the power versusfeed rate relation obtainedfor 3 speciesand 3 cutting directions. Ripsawing here was
performed by countersawing.These
curves appear normal, and agree in

Fig. 3.-General

View of Experimentol Equipment.

shapewith previoussawing studiesin
both wood and metals, where linear
relationsare commonlyfound. See,for
example,the wood-sawingstudiescarried out by Endersby(2) at the British
Forest Products ResearchLaboratory.
For the sawing of nonferrousmetals,
see the researchperformed by Nuss
(4) at DeWalt.
As usual, additional power is required to sawmaterialas the feed rate
is increased.When all other factorsare
held constant,the thicknessof the chip
that the cutting edgeor edgesmust remove is determinedby the feed rate.
The chip thickness,in turn, basically
d~terminesthe power required to detach and removethe chi ' Thereare,
however,many additiona factors such
as wood sp:cies, grain orientation,
moisture content, and machine and
sawbladefactors, which mayor may
not havea pronouncedeffect.
The relativeposition of the individual speciescurvesfor a given cutting

f

direction should be noted. In normal

ripsawingand 4~0 miter cutting, the
curvesare well separated.In crosscutting, sugarpine and Douglas-fir appear
to require approximatelyequal power
for the cutting conditions under consideration.
It is assumedthat the lwnber used
is representativeof the s~ies under
test. Actual specific gravIty measurements show that the maple used was
10 percentlessdensethan the species
average,sugar pine was 10 percent
high, and the Douglas-fir was very
close.This variAtion,for small samples,
is wdl within the density range to be
expected.Within a s~es,
cutting
power would be expected to be approximately proportional to the spe-
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Fig. 5.-Typical
motor input power recording. Between paints A and B, the sawblode
is fully engaged in the workpiece.

fig.
6.-Net tuNing power versus feed
rate when crosscuNingthree species 01 1"
in. depth of cut.
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trusion (fIR = 1/128).

DEPTHOF CUT (in.)
fig. 9.-Net
cuffing power venus depth
of cuI for thr.. feed speeds. Nu..ben ne.t
to curves give feed speed in fpM.

cific gravity of the ~culat
wood
equipment, sum as bendt or mill saws,
sample involved. I~ adjustments are
where it is normal to keep fixed the
made to some arbitrary standard of
distance h between the saw arbor axis
specificgravity (such as a reponal or
and the table or carriage. Thus the exnational average), the relative posiperiment is conducted with varying
tions of the curvesof Figs. 6-8 will
sawblade protrusion as the workpiece
mange slightly. For this reason.any
thickness is varied, whereas in the precutting-powervalue presentedhere or
sent tests and those of Lotte and Keller
elsewherecannotbe taken as absolute (5), the sawblade protrusion is held
without a close statementof specific fixed at a small amount. Endersby (2)
gravity, and the many other [actors
has given a clear picture of the situa.
that significantly affect the cutting
tion where the table height is held
resistance
of wood.
fixed.
No evaluationof the ~ty
of the
It should be pointed out that this
sawedsurfacewas made in this study.
entire study has been conducted with
However,visual examinationof speci- carefully selected, fiat.sawn lumber. If
mens indicated that, in general, the
it is suitably oriented, quarter.sawn
greater the feed rate, the poorer the
lumber may be expected to give slightly
quality of the sawedsurface.Sinceindifferent results.
creasing die feed rate increasesthe
The following formula is given by
feed per tooth, it is reasonablethat the
Harris (6) to determine the rower P
sawedsurfacewould refiect increased f.e:({Uiredfor a given set of cutting consurfaceroughness.
dibons with a spring-set ciroI1ar saw of
uniform tood1 pitdt:
Power versus Depth of Cut: Fig.
P = k (Abc/2p+ Bfd] (1)
9 shows the relation of net cutting
power to depth of cut for three feed
Here A and B are constants that despeeds,when hard maple is crosscut. pend upon wood properties and orien.
A concave-upward
tendencyis appartation relative to the sawblade, f is the
ent for small depthsof cut, partiaifarly
feed rate, Ii is the depth of cut (workat the slower feed speeds.After a cerpiece thickness) , and b is dte arc
tain small depth o[ cut is reached,a
length of sawblade rim engagement.
direct proportionality to workpiece Since the cutting velocity c, the tood1
thicknessmay be consideredto exist.
pitdt' P and the kerf widdt i. ate
Theseresultsarein agreementwith the
constant in this experiment, Eq. (1)
experimentsof Lotte and Keller (5),
may be rewritten with modi6ea conwho alsoappearto haveworkedwith a
stants as:
sma1I,fixed protrusion of the sawP = ~b + qd (2)
blade through the workpiece.
The present results are not to be
The results shown in Fig. 9 are in
com~
dirf!dJywith the manyother
agreementwith Eq. (2), where P is
studIesof effectSof workpiecethickI Althou,h
Eq. (1) is Itrictlt
Ippliable
to
ness.This is becausemost other tests lawblldes with uniform tooth plkh. it is clear
in
priDdPcle
that
it
can
readn,
be
esteoded
to
have been conducted on types of
accomaaoaate combinatioa-type
alwblade.
4

fig. 10.-Ielatlon
af dimensionless arc
ratio b/l
(ongl. of sow ri. .ngag.",ent)
to di",ensionl.1I
wwkpiece depth ratio d/l.
Sawblod. operoted at 1/16.in.
ftxed pro-

proportional to a in the sccondterm,
provided b is also proportional to a in
the first term. This Woold constitute
analYt;ial support for the form of the
expenmentalcurve.
It can be shown,however, that b is
not di1'ectlyproportional to a for small
depths of cut. Radial-arm sawing
madtines are normally used to saw
wood with a small. fixed blade protrusion

f.

This is generally found

to

be the most efficient cuttmg position
for wood (1,5), although elsewhereit
is found to be the least efficient for
sawing metals (4). The arc of sawblade rim engagement
can be alculated
on the basisof cutting geometry frcn
the following (see Fig. 1):
b=R(W.-W1)
(3)
Fig. 10 shows the relation of the
dimensionlessratios blR and aiR for
the sawbladein question, operated at
a fixed protrusion of 1/16 inch.
Actually, b is not proportional to a.
Becauseof the nature of wood, however, two other facton enter the picture. First of al1. the contriOOtionof
the first tem1 in Eq. (2) is normally
much smaller than that of the second
term, at most feed rates of a practical
order of magnitude (assuming a reasonablysharp sawblade). On this basis
alone it wOOld be reasonable to approximate b by a suitable mean
straight line through the ori~in, for
purposesof the present analysiS.
Secondly, again becauseof the nature of wood, parameters such as C1
and C. actually Clependupon the grain
orientation relative to the cutting
edges of the sawblade. In fact, this
~
to be the only way to account for
previous experimental work, whim almost always shows that it is slightly
more efficient to ripsaw wood with a
small blade rrotrosion than with a
large protrusion. With an argument
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Fig. !!.-Net
cutting power versus depth
of cut for three feed speeds (test dota
ft"ed by straight lines). Numbers next to
curves give feed speed in fpm.

Fig. 12.-Net
cutting power versus depth
of cut for three cutting directions.

along the latter lines, it is possible to
give a reasonable explanation for the
shapes of the experimental curves in
Fig. 9. The minor variations involved,
however, are more of academic than
of practical significance.
It therefore seemssufficient for the
present purposes to do the following.
In Eq. (2), consider C1 and Cz to be
so altered that it can be written approximately:

climb sawing (also as usual). These
curves have been drawn with a slight
concave-upward curvature for small
depths of cut, which is the trend shown
in Fig. 9. If the reasoning employed in
re-drawing Fig. 9 to Fig. 11 is considered, however, it can be seen that a
formula such as Eq. (4) will alsO be
sufficiently precise (or all cutting directions. Suitable constants Ca and C4
must, of course, be determined for the
cutting direction in question. In other
words, the data of Fig. 12 can likewise
be fitted ~te accurately by straight
lines through the origin.

P = d [C. + C.f} (4)
This indicates that net cutting power
is a linear function of feed rate, which
is adequate to describe the results of
most experiments. Also, net power is
directly proportional to workpiece
depth. This is well supported by the
results of Fig. 9, except at very small
depths of cut. To show how well the
data of Fig. 9 can be represented by
straight lines through the origin, the
same points are fitted by straight lines
in Fig. 11. The fit is seen to be very
good.
While Eq. (4) is sufficiently accurate for engineering analysis of the
effects of feed rate and depth of cut,
it must be remembered that the "constants" C~ and.C. a<:tUallYdepend upon
wood.fiber orIentation relative to the
cutting edges. Their values must be
obtained by matchit;1gthe formula in
question to suitable experimental results. This is further clarified by the
data to be discussednow.
Fig. 12 is a comparison of relation
of net cutting power to depth of cut
for the rip, 450 miter, and crosscut
directions In hard maple. Ripsawing is
performed here as up-cutting, while
the other operations are performed as

Effect of Oimb versus Counter
Ripsawing: Examination of Figs.
6-8 reveals that, under certain cutting
conditions, 450 miter sawing appears
to require as much (or more) power as
ripsawing. The following is an explanation of this apparent inconsistency.
Radial-arm saws normally operAte in
a climb-type cut for cross and miter
sawing for all miter angles short of
the rip position. Ripping, however, is
usually performed &y counter sawing.
Climb and counter sawing, as may now
be seen, ~uired different amounts of
power and hence must be carefully distinguished in all discussions of sawing
direction.
Fig. 13 is a comparison of the net
cutting power required for ripping
hard maple by cfurib and counter sawing. Climb sawing requires Substantially more power than does counter
sawing. The amount is about 25 per
cent for this case. These results are
consistent with studies conducted in
Sweden and Norway on bench and
table saws (3).

The Swedish-Norwegian studies
suggestthat climb ripsawing is readily
practicableif negativehook anglesare
employed.Cutting powersare then 50
to 70 percentgreaterthan for counter
sawing,however,because
of the unfavorable (negative) hook. Climb cutting
with bladesground with normal positive hook angles is found to be unstable in long cuts becauseof a tendencyto overheat.This is attributed to
suchfactorsas 1) a greatermeansaW'dust movementin the gullet, and 2)
less favorable motion of the sawdust:
while in the gullet of the saw. Both
of thesefactorstend to give more opportunities for the sawdustto escape
from the gullet areaand increasefnctional rubbing. The rubbing action, in
turn, generatessufficient heat to producethermalinstability in the blade.
Actual sawdustmotion was studied
photographically with a special 0.3microsecondstroboscopicftashcamera.
The photographswere taken through
two transparentplastic plates, which
were fixed to the sawbladeand rotated
with it. Narrow wood specimenswere
then fed between the plastic plates.
Such factors as clearance angle,
"shock" loading on tooth entry into
the cut, and gullet clogging are also
consideredas ~ssible causesof overheating,but arediscountedon the basis
of varioustheoreticaland experimental
considerations.
On the basisof the Swedish-Norwegian studies,climb ripsawingwith the
blade used in the presenttests would
be expectedto show up even lessfavorably than is indicated by Fig. 1 30.
This is because
the presentexperiments
were conductedwith very short speci-
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mens, and heating effects had no
chanceto becomesignificant.
As the foregoing discussionimplies,
it is not correctto interpolate betWeen
miter and ripsawingin Figs. 7 and 8,
sincethe former is obtained by climb
sawing and the latter by counter sawing. Figs. 6 to 8 are perfectly correct,
however, for radial-arm saws as normally operated.The question of interpolationbetweenthe 45° miter cut and
the crosscut positions is treated in
muchgreaterdetail in the next section.
Cutting Direction: Fig. 14 shows
the relation of net cutting power to
cutting directionfor the blade in question when hard maple is sawn at vari.
ous feed speeds.In the present case,
all cuts (including rip cuts) were performed by climb cutting so that a valid
comparisonmay be made. It follows
from Fig. 14 that cutting power in
climb sawingcanbe related to cutting
directionby anexpressionof the form:
P = G [1 + E sin' OJ (5)
where G and E are constantsand 6 is
the cutting direction (see Fig. 2 and
the NomenclatureSection). For example, 6 = 0° is cross-cutting,6 between
0° and 90° is miter cutting, and 6 =
90° is (climb) ripsawing. Further use
will be made of this relation in the
next setcion.
Notice that the curvesdrawn in Fig.
14, as well as the formula of Eq. (5),
imply that cutting power is a symmetrical function of 6 at 6 = 0° and 6
= 90°. For straight-grainedlumber,
this must dearly be the case.That is,
a miter cut at 6

= 20° must require

the samepower as a miter cut at 6 =

.

.

100

(4.,.)

DIIECTION

fig. 16.-Oiagram far evaluation af
clltVe.ftt, net cutting power versus cutting
direction for three feed speeds In fpm.
Curves are drawn from Eq. (7). Originol
test data are olio shown.

Fig. 14.-Net
cutting power versus cuIting direction (8) for three feed speeds.
Numbers next to curves give feed speed in
fpm.

6

~

-20°. This implies that the power CIltVe
is symmetrical about the 8 = 0° position. The same must also be true of
miter cuts near the climb rip position,
9 = 90°. That is, a cut at 8 = 100°
should require the same power as at

9

= 80°.

Derivation of General Power Formula: As previously stated,
the
power required for a given set of cutting conditions for a s,pcing-set circular saw, can be approxtmated by Eq.
(1). This can be rewritten to Eq. (2)
with modified constants when .h, "and
p are fixed. Although d is not strictly
proportional to b for small depths of
cut, it has been shown that it is sufficiently accurate to rewrite Eq. (2) as
Eq. (4). It has also been shown that
power is related to cutting direction in
the manner expressedby Eq. (5). It is
the purpose of the present section to
show that all of these relations can be
combined into a single formula with
good accuracy.
For a given depth of cut d, feed
rate f, and cutting direction 8, it is
assumed that net power P is given by
the formula

P

=d (Ca+ C.fJ (1 + E sin' 8] (6)

in which Ca, C. and E are constants to
be determined empirically. The constant G of Eq. (5) has been absorbed
into Ca and C. to avoid introducing
additional parameters.
By standard methods of curve fitting, it is straightforward to fit actual
test data to Eq. (6). The experimental points must be chosen in attempting to match the formula to the actual

behavior of the saw. To show 'What
can be done in this res~
the constants C., C6 and E have been evaluated by using all the test results of
Figs. 14 and 11 (or its equivalent,
Fig. 9), simultaneously.The result is
P = d [0.284 + 0.0548 f]
x [1 + 1.343sin. 8] (7)
On the basisof this formula, Figs.
15 and 16 were drawn, which correspond to Figs. 11 and 14, respect:ively.
The merit of the curve-fit formula can
be judged by comparingthe positions
of the calculated(solid) curves with
respect to the original experimental
points, which are also shown. When
the wide range of feed rates, cutting
directions,and depthsof cut involved
are considered,it can be seenthat the
formula works rather well.
The curve-fit of Eq. (7) has been
obtained by the well-fcnown "method
of least squares,"a systematicprocedure for data analysisin this o/pe of
problem. This procedureis indiscrimlna;tein the sense~t it gives equal
weight to all experunentaldata. The
saw engineer may, in some cases, be
willing to sacrifice accuracy at the
lower feed rate and depth of cut end
of the scale (see Fig. 11), where net
cutting power is well below machine
capacio/and a somewhatlarger error
can be tolerated.Under these circumstances,it should be possible to improve the fit of the data to the formula elsewhere(see,for example, the
left region of Fig. 16). For practical
purposes,the presentformula is sufficiently preciseto be useful. In fitting
many variables to a single formula,

one commonly expects some sacrifice
in the quality of fit.
To obtain ripsawing powers in counter sawing, values of P calculated from
Eq. (7) should be reduced by about
20 percent.
Equation (7) should not be applied
to the sawing of quarter-sawn (radialsawn) lumber, to species other than
hard maple, to sawblades other than
the 16-inch combination blade tested,
and so on. Additional tests will have
to be run to determine the constants
Ca, C, and E for these situations. This
can be done for a variety of s~es
and sawblades,with a minimum of experimentation, by proper use of statistical techniques.
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